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ABSTRACT

In this paper we provide a study of 4-dimensional Einstein manifolds, in particular we 
classify ali 4-dimensional Einstein manifolds (up to local isometry) which have tbe property that 
tbe metric depends on only one coordinate.

Kasner (1923) considered the Solutions of the Einstein equations 
involving functions cf cniy one variahh.. His calculations are rather 
long and purely algebraic in nature. In this paper, by using a theorem of
Singer and Thorpe (1969), we provide an alternative approach to find
ali 4-dimensional Einstein manifolds (up to local isometry) which have
the property that the metric depends on only one 
this we consider the metric

3

coordinate. To do

ds2 = dt^ -I- 2 Zı^(t) dxi^ 
1=1

where t is the arc-length and the fcllotving orthogonal yector fields;

T = ^7-, X], X2 and Nr such that ! T j 1J Xı I Zı(t), i= 1,2,3.

Then, for the coyariant differentiation y, we ha. e

Vxj Xj.Xk = o, Vx. Xj.T = 0, Vt Xi.Xj

Vxj Xı.T = —hl'i, Vxj T.Xi = Zj/'i,

0 (i#j)

so that Vxj Xı = - Zj/'ıT, Vxj T = Vt Xı = -Çe Xi, Xj = 0 {i#j)

and these determine the curvature as follows:
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^XjXj Xk = 0 (i, j, k are distinct),

■xıx.j
Ifl ılı 

h
Xi, Rxı:X{XiXi —

'xıxj T = V: l' i
X. X. -- V = 0.

Xı = Xı) +^tZiZ'iT=.(-Z'İ T=yı”T,

RxjTXjT = lili", Rxji' Xj = V.
X; o (i j)-

Thus the sectional curvatures are

'7i j
J^XiXjXjX, 

1 XıAXj 12
Z'jZ'j

, <711 =
RXjTXjT

“ 1 XiAT ’2 ""

/"i

R

R

R

.X. = „ V^. (- lil'iT}

^Xı
k

i

j

k

Now by the Theorem 1.4 of Singer and Thorpe (1969), the manifold M 
with the above metric is Einstein if and only if

l'il'i
İi4)

Note that

l"k 
Ik

(i, k are distinct). {2)

l’
^k

l”klk - Ik'
12 
k

I”
/k

l'k 
4k

1''

k k
1

This and (2) slıow that if

(u, w) Lı 
h

Z'
V

2

h
tben

(u, V, w)' (vw - 11.2, UW “ ^'2, uv - w2). (3)

The System of non-linear differential equations in, (3), namely, the 
System

A'

vw ---  u2

uw ,2 (4)

u

V2

w uv W2
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turns out to be much more easily solved than we might expect. This is
because geometry telis us
tangent to the surface uv+uw-|-vw=c (c

that eacb (u, v, w) whicb satisfies (3) is
constant), onc reason for

this is, since -uv, -uw and -vw denote the sectional curvatures, an 
Einstein manifold M must have scalar curvature -(uv 4-uw4-vw) equal 
to some constant provided dim M 3. Therefore the condition uv4-uw 
4vw=c reduces the system (4) from 3 -space to a surface. But further, 
since vw=c-uv-uw we can write

c - U (u 4 V 4“ w),

similarly UW — v2 C “ A- (u +

uv - w2 = C w (u 4- V

4- W), 

4“ ’w).

Tlıus

V w 2

V

(«,V,w)' (c,c,c) - (u4-V-l-W} (u,v,w).

which says that the tangent vector (u,v,w)' is in the plane through 
(0, 0, 0), (1,1,1) and (u,v,w), and the solution curve is the intersection 
of this plane P and the hyperboloid uv4-uw~4 , w=c.

This argument shows that there is exr.ctly one solution through 
each point cf IR4 and so we can find them. We now State the following

THEOREM: Let M be a 4-dimensional Einstein manifold whose
metric depends on only one coordinate, that is, M has the following 
metric

d82 = dt2 - l~l (t)dx2ı 4' 1^2 (t)<lx22 4- (t)dx23.

Then M is one of tbe followin,g four types:

i) Zj (t) = e^t+‘2j (a, ç. constants) i= 1,2,3 and thus M is of constant 
sectional curvature (bence it is locally symmetric).

ii) Zı(t) Ci(t+k)'
aıH-l i 3

where cj 0, k are constauts and
ai + a24“a3=0, aı2^a224'a23=6. The sectional curvatures are

C71j =
(ai4-l) (aj + 1) i 2,3, i#j.

9 (t+k)2

For (aı,a2,a3) (2,-1,-1) (or its perınutations) M is flat.
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İÜ) /l(t) cı (sin 3t)ı/3 (esc 3t-cot 3t)aı/3
where cı 0 constant

and aı’s are as in (ii). The sectional curvatures are

=------İT
S2

s2 + (aı+aj) y 1 + aıaj]

where s = sin 3t

iv-) /i(t) = d (sinh 3t)'^'’ (tanh 3t / where cı 0 constant
and aı’s are as in (ii). The sectional cnrvatures are

Oij = 4y7î+s^ (iy2s2y8i) (iy2s2y a4

where
analytic.

s=sinh(3t / 2). For (83,32,83) (2,-1,-1), M is complete and

1

Proof: i) If the solution of (4) is constant, i.e. if the solution is on
the diagonal of the cone (to which the hyperboloids are tangent), then
we have u'=v'=w' = 0 and from (4) it follows that (u,v,-w) = (a,a,a)
(a=constant) is a solution. In this case [.i=e’ (cı=constant), and
thus we obtain manifolds with constant sectional curvature —a2. Since 
constant sectional curvature implies locally symmetric, these manifolds 
are locally symmetric.

ii) Note that by (4) and the fact that uv-|-uw4-vw=c, we have 

(uyvyw)2 z= u24_Y24-3y2-j_2 (uv“j-uwyvw) = c-(u'+v'4-w') y 2c 

= 3c - (u'yv'yw').

Now if c = 0, then vre obtain uyvyw=l/tyk (k=constant) and
from u' = c-u(u+vyw) we get u=a/t+k where a is constant. To
determine a, we consider a vector V = (aj, a2, 83) such that

aı + »2 + 83 0

a2j a22 4- a23 = 6. (5)

Then

(u,v,w) aı + 1 82+1 aa + l
3 (tyk) ’ 3 (t+k) ’ 3 (tyk)

is a solution of (4) and it is on the cone. In this case Zi(t)
Cj (tyk)<^*+Ö/3 where Cj 0 constant, and the sectional curvatures are
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fîii = —
(3-1+1) (sj + l) .

9 (t + k)2
i,j = l,2,3 and İT^j.

As t approaches -k, the curvatures approach infinity, provided aı^-l+aj.
We note that the only integer Solutions of (5) are (-2,1,1) (and its per-
mutations) and (2,-1,—1) (and its permutations) in which case aıj become 
zero, so we obtain flat manifolds locally isometric to IR'^.

İÜ) If we let V (aı,a2,a3) be as in (5), then (u,v,w)
cot 3t (l,l,l)-csc 3t V is a solution curve which is outside the cone. In 
this case we hav e

h = Ci (sin 3t)’/3 (esc 3t cot 3t)ai/3 where cı 0 constant.
If we let s = sin 3t, then the sectional curvatures become

1
fTii =IJ ---- [1 - s2 -L- (aj+aj) y/1 -- s2 + aıaj] (1-6)

and as t tends to infinity, s does not approach a number, so the curvatures 
do not approach a specific number.

iv) Let V (31,82,33) be as in (5). We note that (u,v,w)
coth 3t (l,l,l)-csch 3tV is also a solution curve whicb is inside the cone. 
In this case

/ı(t)

and the curvatures are

( i (sin 3t)L3 (tanh 3t / 2)a-i/2

1
4s2 (l + s2)cfij = (1 + 2s2 -L aı) (1 + 2s2 + aj)

where s = sinh (3t / 2). As t tends to zero, s tends tc zero and the cur
vatures approach infinity, provided aı^-l+aj. If ai=-l = aj, that is, 
in the special case where (31,82,33) = (2,-1,-1), as s tends to zere (T12-> 

-3 /2, and CT23^ 0. Moreo\ er as s tends to infinity ali curvatures approach 
-1. Therefore this is the only case where for ali critical values of t 
the sectional curvatures are finite numbers. We will now show that the 
manifold M with these sectional curvatures is complete and analytic.

For t 0 we consider the mapping of M to IR4- (0} given by

(t,Xı,X2,X3) (t cos axı, t sin axı, X2, X3).
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We determine a so that we can extend the mappiug to IR4 and make it a 
local isoınetry.

Observe tliat if g is a smooth fı-nction, then

g (yby2,y3,y4) g (t cos ax], t sin axj, X2,

and so

<^g 
öt

3g . • Sg cos axı —+ sın ax] —— 
öyt dy? 5y2

dxı = — at sın axı gg 
^yı

^g4- at cos ax] —— 
dy2

gg 
fiX2 ^>3

<^S gg 
dy4

Freni (6) we obtain the following vector fields

Yi = cos axıT - sin axx 
at Xı

Y2 = sin aX]T "F
cos axı 

at Xı

Y3 - X:■2; Y4 = X3.

Note that we have
2

Yi-Yi cos2 axı sin2 axı

Y1.Y2 sin axı . cos axı ^1
at

sin axı . cos axı

Y2.Y2 = sin2 axı + at

2

cos2 axı

G)

2

Y1.Y3 = Y1.Y4 = Y2.Y3 = Y2Y\ = Y3.Y4 = 0.
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Jf we choose a, so that

lim 
t -> 0

21 
at (8)1

we then make Yi, Y9, Yi, Y4 orthoeonal at t = 0. From (8) it follovvs 
that a = 3 X 2-^/’c,'.

Since

sin a\ 1 y2
V yı2 + y2^ '

cos axj = yi
V y? + y2^

/1 C121/3S (1 s2)l/6

and s = sinh (3 t / 2), (7) becomes

4Y,.Yı = y2ı 
y2ıYy22 it

y^2
9 (y2ı + y22)2

sinh2 3-v/y2ı+y22 
2

coshi/3 3Vy2ı+y22

Y,.Y2 = yıya 
y2ı+y22

yıy2
9 (y2ı+y22)2

sinh 2 3 Vy^ı+y^?
2

coshV3 3 a/ y2ıH“y22
2 ■

Y2.Y2 = y'^2
•2, -!-v2-y^ı-i-y^2 9 (y21 + y22)2

sinh2 3'V' y2ı+y22 
2

CO8hb3 3 v'y2ı+y22

If we consider the power series expansions

n^
sinh u — u H----7- + . . ., cosh uo

u2
T

U4
24

so that

sinh2 u = n2 + - 4- . . coshl3
3

u2

+

4

4 y'^ı

u

2

2

+ “6" + •••
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the functions in (9) take the form

4
VYı.Yı y^ı 

y2ı+y22
4.

(y2ı+y22)2
J |- (y^ı+y^^) 4

Y1.Y2

Y2.Y2

(y2ı+y22)2+.. .J +

yıy2 yıy2
2, 4*v2,y2ı4-y22

21
16

9 (y2ı+y22)2

(y2ı+y22)2+...] [1 +

y^ı
9 (y2ı+y22)2

3
■8

(y2ı+y22)+.,.]

[9__ (y2j4.y22)

(y2ı+y22) +---J

[9
(y2ı+y22)

4

4

3 
K

+
21
16

(y2ı+y22)2+.. .J [1 + (y2ı+y22)+• • • J (10)

Note that these functions are defined and real analytic in IR4, there- 
fore the manifold M, with the new metric, is real analytic.

We now sh( w that M is complete. For this we compare the lengths
of the coordinate vector fields, that is, compare 1, Zj, l^, and 1, at, 1, 1 
respectively. Under p*, Xı has the length at. This can be seen from the 
following 2-dimensional illustration.

1 
I

t

I 
4 

I 1

I 
I 

I 
■t 

I 
4.

■X,

Vı
[tcos ax, ,tsin ax,)

Vz

.(tx,)

(1

o

Fig. 1 2 - dimensioual iUustratin of [j.
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Note that at is approximately (2/3) as=Cı2i/3s (s=sinh 31/2, 
a=3 X 2’’2/3ci) and so Zı = cı2l/3s (i_|_g2^ı/6 c'j at, where c'ı^l is 
some constant, Also (14-s2)i/3 provided C2^1.
Now let c=min(c221/3, c'j). Then c>l and if V=2aiXi is a vector,

IV I y' y' 2aı2c2 Ic| ■IIVII

where is the euclidean norm of IR4 and |. | is the norm on M.
Therefore the distance funsction on M is bigger t han or equal to the
euclidean distance in IR4. From this fact it follows that any Cauchy 
sequence in M is a Cauchy sequence in IR4. Since IR‘* is complete, every 
Cauchy sequence converges. Therefore M is complete.
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